 (After Ganeval 1973 , Polo Chiapolini 1966 
Introduction
In 2017, the Quarterly Journal of Engineering Geology and Hydrogeology (QJEGH) celebrated its 50 th anniversary. The cover image chosen for the journal in this golden year was that of the construction of a tunnel near to Chabrières on the RN85 (Route Napoleon) in the Alpes-de-Haute-Provence, France (Fig 1) . The tunnel was constructed through steeply dipping limestone, often thrusted, with the tunnel portal protected by a rock fall shelter, substantial rock bolting and further rock catch nets.
The project was part of ongoing road and slope stability improvements upgrading the RN85 through this section. This paper provides more background and context to this case study and anniversary issue front cover. 
Chabrières Tunnel
The 180m long Chabrières tunnel is located on the RN85 Digne to Nice link road in the Alpes-de-Haute-Provence, France (Fig 2) . A section of this route passed through a very narrow limestone gorge at the Clue de Chabrières (Fig 3) . The carriageway at this section was extremely narrow, only 6m in places, and had to negotiate a large overhanging limestone abutment on one side with the gorge and fast flowing River 
Geological Ground Model
Chabrières is located in the foothills of the western Alps in the tectonic unit of the Southern Subalpine Chains (Ford & Lickorish 2004 , Hobléa 2014 (Fig 4) The tunnel cuts through the northern flank of an east-west trending anticline with beds dipping between 45°and 60° to the north. Thrusting is in evidence at the northern tunnel portal (Fig 5) . Together with bedding, there are 2 additional distinct discontinuity sets orthogonal to each other. One set has a sub vertical dip and a dip direction parallel to the tunnel alignment. Some minor karstic zones and areas of higher permeability were also present along the alignment within more heavily fractured zones. Rabier et al. 2015 , Peru & Panigoni 2015 .
Tunnel Construction
The tunnel was excavated from north to south with the limestone and marl beds adversely dipping into the excavation (Fig 7) . The generally good quality of the rock mass enabled drill and blast techniques to be used for the excavation method despite the potential of some karstic areas and more highly fractured zones being present. A total of 64 blasts were required to complete the excavation. Due to the sensitivity of the adjacent Digne to Nice railway line, the site was instrumented and the blasting heavily monitored (DREAL Paca (2015a) . The excavation was supported with either shotcrete or steel arches with 3 support methodologies utilised (Rabier et al. 2015 ):
1. Non-fibre reinforced shotcrete on tunnel walls in combination with radial bolting with 2-6 bolts per meter.
2. Fibre reinforced shotcrete on tunnel face and walls with radial bolting with 6-10 bolts per meter.
3. Fibre reinforced shotcrete on tunnel face and walls in association with a heavy duty HEB steel arch filled with non-fibre reinforced shotcrete at the tunnel portals.
On construction, the ground conditions were as expected with the first support system being the most utilised along the length of the tunnel drive. The main concerns with the tunnel construction were around the 2 portal areas (Fig   8) . Rock slope stability issues above the portal zones had to be mitigated both during initial works and on tunnel construction. Potential problems resulting from blasting generated vibrations on the rock mass potential initiating rock falls and rock slides were dealt with by a series of rock bolts along with rock catch nets. The adverse dip of the limestone beds along with heavily weathered loose material on the overhead slopes also had to be dealt with.
Figure 10 Tunnel de Chabrières northern portal excavated through mainly massive Tithonian limestones (Image taken 2014).
Previous works had installed a series of rock protection measures around the Clue with rock catch nets (Fig 9) and various generations of dental masonry (Fig 10) . The installation of the rock bolts and anchors for the rock catch nets was a challenging technical process given the morphology of the slope and access issues (Fig 11 and   12) , particularly with the size of bolts/anchors used (Fig 13) . The northern portal was particularly problematic requiring the construction of a rock avalanche shelter (Fig 14) together with a rock trap ditch to protect this section of the carriageway. Additional bolts and anchors were also installed across the portal crown. 
Concluding Remarks
The Tunnel de Chabrières presents an excellent case study detailing the complexities of geology to be assessed and mitigated by engineering geologists during a construction project. Steeply dipping limestone beds with occasional marls and heavily fractured zones in a thrusted and folded terrain present challenging geological conditions for the tunnel and approach road. The engineering construction utilised rock slope support and protection methods together with a rock avalanche shelter to protect the tunnel portal. The anniversary photograph chosen for the QJEGH front cover perfectly illustrates all of these interacting parameters that benefit from a welldeveloped ground model with engineering geological input 
